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Abstract: Data science is the analytic process to explore new prediction and pattern when to process the collected data. Data analysis is done using large sets of databases and due to them we can easily form patterns and then they could be recognized. This will helpful for prediction of new challenges and circumstances. From the perspective of statistics data analysis of large observational databases has very challenges which made it a research area in abroad as well as in India. Different tools are available in market to process and analyze the large set of data for prediction of future trends and due to which knowledgeable decision should be created. Bigdata and hadoop are one of them. In this paper we have collected 5000 above tweets and then we have done pre-processing over it and then done sentimental analysis so as to get negative and positive tweets and then done prediction over it so as to get the people’s sentiments over a particular person.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bigdata is a term used for large data sets and helps in analyzing that datasets so that we can extract useful information from it as it is very difficult for the traditional database system to deal with large datasets. And for this we use Hadoop, which is a programming paradigm which helps in processing of large sets of databases in the computing environment. The Hadoop ecosystem consists of many components (which are used for analyzing) like apache pig, apache hive, zookeeper, spark, etc.

Apache Hive, an open-source data warehouse system, is used with Apache Pig for loading and transforming unstructured, semi-structured, or structured data for data analysis and getting better business insights. Apache Pig, a standard ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) scripting language, is used to export and import data into Apache Hive and to process large number of datasets.

As we know nowadays, social media plays a vital role in everyone’s life. It plays a role of networking in the life of contemporary society. And mostly twitter which provides a form of tweets. It is useful in politics too as it keeps track of the actions and statements at the government level or we can analyze election results and many more things related too that. Twitter is simple in comparison to any other method. This is because the tweets are very short (only about 140 characters) and usually contain slangs, hash tags, etc.

Twitter Sentiment Analysis has various applications like in business we can access business strategies, we can also know the customer’s feelings about a particular brand or product that is either its positive aspects getting from public or why that product is not getting shelled that is to find out its limitation by checking people’s response that they are write in the form of tweets. It is useful in politics too as it keeps track on political views to check that how much difference between the actions and statements at the government level or we can analyze election results and many more things related too that. We can also check public actions like monitoring social phenomenon and know what is happening in the world.

Methods like, negative and positive words to find the sentence is however inappropriate, because the sense of the text block depends a lot on the context. This may be done by looking at the POS (Part of Speech) Tagging.

By doing this project we are trying to find the sentiments of the people over a particular type for example demonetization which would be helpful to may type of people who are attached to financial institutions or we can say politicians and it may be normal people also as from higher class to middle class to lower class either politicians actors and big fame personalities everyone is there so it is easier to know the people’s sentiments in every form so it could be beneficial in any purpose.
II. RELATED WORK

Kharde and Sonawane (2016) [1] has proposed a survey over sentimental analysis over twitter and constitutes a comparative analysis of some techniques like machine learning and lexicon-based approaches to find out the better result. It also contains evaluation metrics using various machine learning algorithms such as SVM and navie bayes and lexicon-based method and they both are correct at their places like machine learning methods can be considered as the baseline learning methods, while lexicon-based methods which requires few efforts in human-labeled document. They are also working on the effects of classifier so that they can classify them easily. As they are trying to get better accuracy, they have used the bigram model which provides better sentiment accuracy as compared to other models. So, for this they are trying to combine both the techniques to get the better sentiment accuracy for betterment of results.

Apoorv agarwal et.al. (2017) [2] has introduced some concepts to increase the feature engineering those concepts are POS-specific prior polarity features and the tree kernel. They have tried to increase the overall gain and accuracy in sentiment analysis and they have succeeded to that is 4% more accuracy and proposed state-of-the-art unigram model. They studied both the tree kernel and feature based models and observes that both these models work outstandingly over the unigram baseline.

Kumar and Sebastian (2015) [3] has proposed a hybrid approach of doing sentiment analysis over tweets using both corpus based and dictionary-based methods. Basically, in this paper the researchers are comparing both these methods of doing sentiment analysis and presented a case study to illustrate the use and effectiveness of both. For doing this, they extracted the opinion words from the tweets. The corpus-based method was used for the adjectives and the dictionary-based method used for the verbs and adverbs in the process of finding sentiments and this was all about done using linear equation and at last it was tried to improve efficiency only.

Shubhangi D Patil (2014) [4] has tried to give review over sentimental analysis. As Twitter sentiment analysis plays a very somewhat important role for most of the decision-making situations where public opinion is necessary to be considered. This paper is providing the research-oriented review and analysis of different twitter sentiment analysis tasks which are Feature selection methods and Sentiment classification methods. The researcher has tried to explain the various methods for the feature selection as well as sentiment classification task. The various twitter sentiment analysis datasets which are freely available for research purpose are listed with their available tools of twitter analysis which are available online. Though a lot a work has already been done in this area, many issues are still to be investigated.

Shubham Goyal (2016) [5] tried to do the sentiment analysis by utilizing the data only and take a proper dataset and worked upon it to get the better results. Here the researcher has taken a particular topic as a case study that is Food price crisis and public opinion is considered as by doing sentiment analysis. The tweets are extracted using twitter API. The proper database has been created to save the tweets and over which the pre-processing is done so as to remove the special characters, short words, Spam, url, etc. and then the tweets are then stemmed and tokens are provided to them and TF-IDF score is calculated for the keywords used for getting the results. And then for performing Feature selection, the methods are used are Chi-Square and information gain. Analysis has been done using KNN and Naïve Baye’s and by using them a hybrid structure has been created. The results of the classifiers were satisfactorily but the hybrid-KNN is better in comparison to Naïve Baye’s in terms of accuracy.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Data Description: - There is a data of twitter tweets which includes up to 5000 tweets in which it includes all the data related to that tweet so that sentimental analysis can be performed properly and it is in csv format.

   It has many fields like first is the text that is the tweets that are done and then either it is favorite or not that is either the tweets are recorded to enable quick access in future and then if it favorites then calculated the no of favorites.

   The next we have screen names that is the user chooses to identify them on that particular platform and in preference to that we have reply to screen name that is if someone has replied to screen names then they are saved in that particular column with their screen name only who have replied to the tweets and if anyone has not replied to screen names nil will be associated to it.

   And other than that, it is saved that someone has retweeted over the tweets or not and then if someone has retweeted over that then its data is saved and preferably the retweet counts are also there. The created date is saved with the id of that tweet which is used in providing token to the tweets. It is checked either the tweets are truncated or not with their status source also. It is also checked that reply to SID and reply to UID is done or not if done then its id will b saved in that column only.

   So, by using this kind of data we are trying to find out the sentimental analysis of that particular data so as to find the negative and positive tweets and neutral too. The data dictionary we are using is the text file which contains the data which have positive and negative words which are used for the comparison of tweets after tokens get provided to them and then we are able to find out the negative and positive words.

   The flowchart constitutes the algorithm over which the project works. It shows that firstly we have to collect the data as per out requirement that is tweet downloader and after that we will provide tokens to each and every cell so that we can easily provide pre-processing over it that is we will compare the tweets with dictionary words and then we will extract the unnecessary things the tweets that is feature extractor and then at last we will classify the negative and positive tweets so that we can easily do the prediction over the sentiments.
2. Prerequisites:
Hadoop Version 2.6.5
Apache Hive 1.2.1
Apache Pig version 0.17.0

3. Use Case:
- Load the data into Hive so as to make that structured.
- In Pig, process that data and then analyze it.
- Now load that data into different table in hive using pig.

4. Working:

   a) Loading the csv(tweets.csv) file using pig.
   b) Extracting the needed data:
      0$ represents first field and $1 represents the second field
      “id” is the alias name of $0 and “text” is the alias name of $1
   c) The following characters are considered to be word Separators: space, comma(,), parenthesis(()), star(*), double quote(“).

   TOKENIZE will split the records based on above separators and give the bag of words.....
   FLATTEN will remove the parenthesis like () and {} from the bag of words and tokens i.e. words from each record will get associate with each record as 3rd field in a iterative manner until the tokens will be finished.
   d) For checking the effect of step 'tokens', use the commands
      LIMIT AND DUMP.
   e) Loading the dictionary which has rating for words.
   f) 'Replicated' join is the special type of join in which second Relation is small enough to fit into the main memory which will help in efficient join.... This will give sample data.
   g) We are iteratively selecting the data from the relation "word_rating" and selecting fields from respective relations To select the field which is the part of a certain relation we need to use double colon ::
   h) Group relations on the basis of id and text combined.
   i) Generate group which is from relation word_group and as all the data will get group on the basis of (id,text) we can perform average of those tokens also as per their ratings.
   j) Filter the positive tweets.
   k) Filter the positive tweets.
   l) Storing the positive and negative tweets output in any folder.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Now, after applying that algorithm we have processed data and analyzed it and make some patterns so that we can easily get the data we want by applying hive queries which are somewhat same as sql queries. We can get positive and negative tweets by comparing with them by the word dictionary for positive and negative words. The positive tweets will come in that format. As it will be compared to the data dictionary and then processed we are getting the output in the two columns one is the tweets we want with their serial no and who has tweeted that is screen name and then the tweet and in second column the no of words which have been matched with word dictionary.

The second output we are getting is of negative tweets and they are also in the same form as we have in the positive tweets that is one column, we have tweets along with their id and screen name and in second column we have no of words matching to the data dictionary.
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V. CONCLUSION

Bigdata is proved a greatest tool for decision making process using social media world and it is used for creating patterns in the data from the past data by doing processing over it. And the tools which are used that are the most important part of hadoop ecosystem that is pig and hive. And for processing data these are the bestest example till now. Hive helps in getting structured data from the unstructured form of data and also helps in getting the meaningful patterns from the data which helps in decision making. Whereas pig helps in processing the data to get the favorable outcomes which could be beneficial for our future use.

We have used the pig and hive which helped to change the unstructured form of data into the structured one and then pre-processing is applied so we can apply tokenizer to the tweets and then comparison is done using data dictionary and finally we can analyze the result and prediction should be done over a particular topic like demonetization or any other topic emerging on social media like twitter. So pig and hive would be the easier way to perform sentiment analysis.

FUTURE SCOPE

Finding the solution of:

1. Twitter data crawled by third party as it will be the issue of security as well no professional account are safe as on other social media business accounts are safe.
2. Limitation with Twitter APIs for crawling data that is standard API rate limits per window.
3. Noises included in randomly picked 3000 tweets as tweets are highly unstructured and no grammatical mistakes are very much as well as out of vocabulary words lexical variation and extensive use of acronyms.
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